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As the film begins, we see the protagonist Seth graduating

from college. Then he is shown trying to get a job and he is

failing every time.

INT. OFFICES. DAY

SETH

Hello, My name is Seth and I have a

degree in Journalism.....

MANAGER 1

Sorry, just not interested.

SETH

I have great quality’s and am

willing to learn...

MANAGER 2

We need more experience!

SETH

I will start out being paid very

low....

MANAGER 3

Sorry, just not what were looking

for right now.

Seth is now forced to move back home to his small town. He

has a really small apartment. To get by, he works at a

dollar store.

INT. DOLLAR STORE. DAY

SETH

Look Mr. Reynolds, I just graduated

school and I have a degree, Cant I

please get a raise? I mean this

degree should help me out for

something shouldn’t it?

MR REYNOLDS

Listen JR, your degree is in

journalism. This here is a retail

store. Your little degree means

nothing here. Now, maybe if you

advance in customer service, then

we can talk. Until then, its

minimum wage.

Seth leaves the back office and begins talking to himself

(CONTINUED)
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SETH

(to himself)

This guy is a joke. This place

looks and smells like shit. When I

get a real job I will come back

here and laugh at these scumbags.

DEAN

(Laughing at Seth)

Yo Seth, You got to go clean the

bathrooms before you leave asshole.

Seth walks over pissed off with his head down looking for

the mop

MINDY

Hey Seth! You look great today!

Mindy is the prettiest girl at work who Seth would love to

ask out.

SETH

(Mouth wide open )

Ahh....Mindy...You..you are

so.....ment for me?

Seth cant talk to girls and looks confused every time he

tries.

DEAN

You ment for me? You are one stupid

fuck! The only girl to give your

dumb ass a complement and thats

what you say?!

SETH

(Pissed off)

Screw you Dean! This is your life

job..at least I have a degree. And

I can talk to girls. Mindy...you

are very pretty...I ahh..have to

just clean some...some..shit off

the...

Seth begins to realize what he said and he begins shaking

his head while everyone is starting to laugh at him.

MINDY

(Disgusted)

UM....ok then? Well I just came to get my check...see ya.

(CONTINUED)
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DEAN

You might have your little degree,

but that don’t mean shit because

you do the same thing I do! And

guess what? I can at least talk to

a girl...and I don’t owe a god damn

penny in loans. Go clean the shit

up. Thats all your broke ass is

worth.

Seth begins to say something but decides to walk away and

begin cleaning the bathrooms.

SETH

(To Himself)

My life can not get any more worse

than it is. Somebody shoot me now.

INT. SETHS APT. NIGHT

Seth is just getting home from work and realizes that he has

a note on his door. He takes it off and brings it inside.

SETH

(Reading to himself)

Dear Tenet, This note is to inform

you that rent is going to be

doubling next month due to new

reservations. Sorry for any

inconvenience. Thanks.

Seth is in complete shock and now understands that he cant

afford to pay for rent on his own.

SETH

Well, this blows. I think I am

going to have to find myself some

roommates.

Seth begins to post some ads online and he gets a call hours

later and an appointment is set up for tomorrow with some

potential people interested.

EXT. PARK. DAY

Seth is in the park waiting to meet these two guys who had

called him the night before. Finally, two guys dressed like

they have not showered in weeks show up and confront Seth.

(CONTINUED)
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SETH

Hello? You must be Steve and Kevin?

STEVE

Yep! thats right man. I’m Steve and

this is Kevin.

SETH

Well nice to meet you guys. Well, I

told you my deal over the phone. I

need some guys ASAP who can move in

and help pay for rent. Why don’t

you tell me about yourselfs.

STEVE

Well, lets see. I live in my car

right now. I don’t work...Its not

really my thing. I’m what most

people call "lazy" but I think of

it as being myself. I smoke dope a

lot and to be honest, I do sell it.

Ah...thats pretty much me.

Seth has a look on his face like he does not know what to do

or say.

SETH

No job? How could you help with

rent? And what about school?

STEVE

I told you. I grow dope and sell

it. Look I am not going to lie,I

am not the smartest tool that would

be in your shed. I don’t have much

book learning skills and I never

got any degrees.

SETH

So no college?

STEVE

Well duh, No grade school. I

stopped going after grade 4. After

three years of it, I was ready to

stop going. It was bullshit.

SETH

(Confused)

Ok then? What about you Kevin?

(CONTINUED)
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STEVE

Kevin does not speak much. Go ahead

Kevin, Tell him your deal.

KEVIN

Well lets see, I live with my mom

in a great trailer. I play video

games and smoke as well. Its the

perfect life!

STEVE

Listen, you need someone now and we

need a place. Whats the dealio man?

SETH

Allright, Fine. You guys can move

in but try and keep it clean and

take it easy on the drugs.

STEVE

No problem. I might not have much

of any of the book learning skills

but I can keep clean and make me

understand that I am smart. I am

self smarted and will make this

work. Thanks man!

Seth has no idea what Steve was trying to say but just kind

of ignores it.

SETH

Well ok, you can move your shit in

tomorrow. Thanks guys.

Seth just got done working a long shift at the dollar store

and is just coming home and something is up with his

apartment.

INT. APARTMENT. NIGHT

SETH

What the hell is going on!

Everything is different. His furniture is gone and he sees a

bunch of equipment up around is apartment.

STEVE

Whats up Seth? Listen, we need to

talk...I got some great fucking

news thats going to just blow your

mind up.

(CONTINUED)
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SETH

No! Whats is the deal here? I did

not say you could grow your dope in

my place Steve! We are going to get

in so much trouble here.

STEVE

First off, lets get some stuff

straight here. Me and kevin pay now

for this place so really this like

at least in the 70 percentage of

ours. I mean we kinda own more of

it then you really so to be honest,

this apartment becomes mine and you

should be thanking me for letting

you reside in our place of home.

SETH

What in the fuck did you just say?

Can you ever talk right? That made

no sense at all.

STEVE

You know I never got through grade

school. Thats a low blow! Sorry I

don’t have all that book learning

so Fuck off! What I am trying to

tell you is that I am growing dope

and were all going to be rich.

KEVIN

Thats right Rich! Buying so many

video games!

They both just look at Kevin with a weird look.

SETH

What are you dumb asses talking

about?! Rich?

STEVE

Well, maybe you should have asked

before you got all fucking rude and

mean to us but yes, a Mr. Kid Rock

has offered me 10 million for some

of my "special" weed. This weed is

good shit let me tell you.

KEVIN

Its true dude. Growing up in a

trailer I didn’t have much but I

always had Steve and his great

dope. Even ask my mom. She loves

it.

(CONTINUED)
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SETH

This all sounds a little fucked up

but lets say its true. Why would

you split the money with me?

STEVE

You let us move in here! The

operation is in here. For fuck

sakes, your the person who gave us

our chance. The least we could do

is give you some of the money . Do

for the others as undo to you. Its

my way of life.

KEVIN

Steve, I think you mean do unto

others as they would do to you.

STEVE

Whatever. Same thing.

SETH

So, if I let this go on and the

deal gets done then we all get

rich? I just have to let you grow

it ?

STEVE

Thats it. I mean lets be honest

here, I have read some of your

blogs. Sorry I got bored and went

threw your little fancy computer

over there and read it all. You

cant get a job and you cant get a

girl..its pretty sad but I am not

into the judging people. This deal

could make you a whole better

person

SETH

Yea don’t judge me. You use to live

in a god damn car.

STEVE

Why don’t you fuck off? Living in a

car for 11 years of my life was the

best time of my life. It was great!

Seth begins to think about how his life is getting worse and

worse and understands that he could use the money and this

could be something that could give him a big boost in his

ego to help him.

(CONTINUED)
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SETH

You know what! Lets do it! Im down!

Lets sell this shit and get some

money.

STEVE

Fucking right! Boys, its time to

get rich! Man has living in a car

paid off.

SETH

Nothing can stop us now!

KEVIN

Well.....we should probably tell

him about Jeff.

SETH

Whos Jeff?

STEVE

God damn Kevin, You are so fucking

stupid sometimes. Listen, really

nothing to worry about. This crazy

shit head wanted to do this deal

with kid rock but it never went

through and his dope is terrible

and he wanted to come to me. So,

Jeff is a little fuck and cried

about it and we got this letter

last night. No big deal.

SETH

(Reading the letter)

Dear retards, I am here to inform

you that I am on my way to the

states too kill your dope operation

and all of you. Kid Rock was my

deal and you stole it you dumb

goat. I will be there to collect

the money and make sure you and

anyone involved collects bullets

from my gun. See you soon!

SETH

Nothing to worry about!? He wants

us all dead! This is a big deal.

STEVE

Calm down, Listen, He never even

got through 3rd grade alright. He

is a more dumber ass than myself.

Its pathetic. He is even from

(MORE)
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STEVE (cont’d)
Canada. What in the fuck is hick of

a Canadian person going to do to

us? Nothing!

KEVIN

Trust us Seth. This is what we do.

You go to college. We grow dope and

make money. Circle of life.

SETH

Alright...fine. But what do we do

if he comes?

STEVE

Psh! He is to stupid to even drive.

But if he did come, its pretty

simple. I will look straight into

his little queer eyes and tell him

two simple words. Fuck off!

Then, we cut to Jeff driving on the road and he looks pissed

and has a gun in his hand.

JEFF

(Talking to himself and

laughing)

I am going to kill that piece of

shit Steve and I am going to get

rich. I am coming to get you

Steve!!!

INT. APARTMENT. NIGHT

SETH

Guys! I found a tape in the

mailbox. Lets put this in.

STEVE

(In shock look)

Wow. You have one of them VRC

machine thingy? Thats awesome!

SETH

What? I don’t know what you mean at

all.

KEVIN

Its a VCR Steve. They are pretty

old man

(CONTINUED)
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STEVE

Well sorry I am not the electronic

guy that knows..that..stuff Fuck, I

cant explain what I am trying to

say but it was going to be good

this time dammit.

They throw the tape in and its Jeff. He is talking about how

close he is getting to the states and he even reads off

their address.The guys now understand that Jeff is really

coming and knows where to find the weed.

STEVE

Boys, Looks like we need to move

this dope somewhere else.

SETH

I have no idea where to move it at

all...no one is going to just let

us move this stuff somewhere.

STEVE

Yes they will. They wont even know

about it. And, the place is even

open ALL the time. Boys, lets get

to packing.

The boys are seen packing up all their dope plants and

putting them in their car. They get everything in and begin

driving.

INT. CAR. NIGHT

SETH

So, where are we going?

STEVE

Dont worry about it. Just put on

some tunes and lets drive quick

Seth turns on the radio to rap music and begins dancing in

the car.

STEVE

What in the fuck am I looking at

here?

SETH

I’m hanging and listening to my

tunes man. Dont you dig this?

(CONTINUED)
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STEVE

Dig? Let me ask you. Do I wear my

pants down to the crack of my ass?

Do I walk around talking and

speaking with my hands flaring all

over the place? No! and last I

checked neither did you. Look in a

mirror. Your not dark alright. Turn

that shit off.

The guys pull up to a church.

SETH

A church!? No No NO! look, we might

be breaking the law but we are not

growing drugs in a church. We

cant!!

STEVE

Look, its no big deal. We are

almost done. This place is open all

the time. The people here are so

into giving and helping and all

that bull shit that we will never

get in trouble.

KEVIN

Steve is right. I like it. I can

even hook up my Nintendo in their

to.

SETH

No, Kevin your a dumb ass. And

Steve, what about god? He wont like

this to much at all.

STEVE

Are you kidding me? look at the

shit I do. I am already probably

going to hell so no point in adding

to my list of shit anyways. But I

do write my yearly letter to him

around Xmas time so, that might

help me.

SETH

What letter?

STEVE

what? you know the letter? parents

tell you to write and then you

hopefully get good shit and be

better of a person or whatever it

is.

(CONTINUED)
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SETH

your talking about Santa right?

STEVE

Santa.God. Same thing.

SETH

...Nope. They are not the same at

all. Two different people.

STEVE

HM...Easy mistake I guess. No

wonder I never got my cooking

permit last year that I wanted.

SETH

WOW. Just WOW.

The guys walk in the back of the church and begin setting up

all their equipment and get everything going.

INT. CHURCH. DAY

STEVE

Listen we are almost done. We just

finish these few plants and we are

out of here. Kevin you stand look

out for any fat ladys dressed in

black. The muns.

KEVIN

Nuns? Yea I will look for them

Seth is seen staring out the window

STEVE

So whats your deal dude? Why you

always such a downer? So scared to

take chances.

SETH

Its not that I am scared. I just, I

was never like that growing up. I

always did the right thing and look

where I am now? I cant get a job at

all and a girl wont even look at

me. I sit in this church and I

wonder what gods purpose even is

for me anymore.

(CONTINUED)
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STEVE

Life is hard. And maybe everything

you thought was good is just your

way of good. Everyone is different.

I mean did you ever think you would

end up growing weed in a church

with a guy like me? No. I might not

be Mr Smarty pants but I know you

need confidence in yourself. Girls

like that and people hiring other

peoples want that to. I know you

have it. Just let the world know

you have it.

SETH

Your right. I mean, years ago I

would never give you or Kevin the

time of day but you guys have

really opened my eyes. I have never

been in trouble or had a thrill

like this. Its been great.

The 2 guys keep talking when out of no where A lady named

Cathy shows up.

CATHY

Excuse me?! What is going on here?

STEVE

Kevin! What the fuck? where was my

warning?

KEVIN

You said fat chick in black. That

chick is hott and in white.

CATHY

Somebody answer me right now!

SETH

Cathy is it? We were just trying to

get inside. Its cold out and we did

not want to leave our plants out

there. Thats all.

CATHY

Do you think im stupid? I know what

those plants are. I already called

the police. They should be here

anytime. I suggest you leave.

(CONTINUED)
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STEVE

Lets just hold on here. Look missy.

I have had a tough day. I got some

weird fuck trying to kill us. I

just robbed a store. I need to

finsh growing these dope plants

ASAP and I just found out Santa and

god are two different people. Its

been a rough day. Give me a break.

CATHY

Your not very bright are you? This

is a church. You guys need to leave

now.

STEVE

I thought this was the place of

forgiving. The place where you

people look at a good looking guy

like me and forget all my sims. My

letters may not have been answered

but lets be honest here. God would

want us here because this dope deal

will get us rich and that will make

3 poor guys no longer poor. It says

in the bible feed the poor and make

them haveth money. So, Your the one

who is going to hell for kicking us

out. Not us.

Seth is very attracted to Cathy.

SETH

Your very pretty Cathy. I don’t

have much. And excuse my friend. He

tries. We will leave...but this

church is lucky to have such a

beautiful hard working girl here.

CATHY

(Blushing)

Really?! Thanks! Listen, I am sorry

I was a bitch before. I use to

smoke back in the day to. Look, I

did call the cops but I will help

move your stuff out of here so you

don’t get cought.

SETH

Thanks so much! Your really

nice....Maybe sometime I could take

you out for dinner or something?

(CONTINUED)
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CATHY

Why wait till later for a date?

She grabs Steve and they go into a different room and begin

to make out and eventually make love.

STEVE

Thats my boy right there! I knew he

could do it. Kevin get off your ass

and lets go

Seth and Cathy come back out.

SETH

Where are we going to put these

dope plants?

CATHY

If you guys need a place, I have a

great spot for them. Lets move fast

and I will show you. Its right down

the road.

EXT. NEAR ROAD. DAY

SETH

Wow! An RV! Your going to let us

use this!?

CATHY

Babe, I really like you so I can

trust you with my RV. Have at it

guys.

STEVE

Your fucking great Cathy! Boys,

lets haul this shit in and get

moving.

SETH

Your on your own tonight. I am

going with Cathy for the night.

STEVE

Best of luck SETH!

Kevin and Steve begin setting everything up and Seth and

Cathy go back to her place.
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INT. CAR. DAY

JEFF

(On the phone)

Yea, listen I have all the back up

we need and all the guns we need.

We are set. Have you been following

them for me?

PHONE PERSON

Yea, they just moved out of a

church and it now looks like they

are moving into some sort of RV.

And there is a girl with them now.

JEFF

Good man! That piece of shit Steve

will regret the day he ever started

picking on me for not getting

through grade 3. They are all

getting fucked up now!

INT. CATHY’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

SETH

Look, I know we just met but, I

really like you and I have not had

the best luck with girls so I don’t

want to mess this up.

CATHY

Its OK. Your doing good. So, tell

me about you.

SETH

Well, my life has been taking some

weird turns as of late. I graduated

college and have a degree in

journalism but I now owe a ton of

money in student loans. Not only

that but I cant find a job at all.

Now, working with these guys, I

don’t know. Its been making me

change my out put on life.

CATHY

How So??

SETH

I never would give people like this

the time of day back in high school

or even college. I was very close

(MORE)
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SETH (cont’d)
minded. Now, I see everyone as

being different but thats a good

thing. I wont judge people for what

they look like anymore.

CATHY

You also seem very confident to.

SETH

See! I never had that until I met

these guys and did this job with

them. Its really changing me for

the better

CATHY

Well, thats great! If you have this

confidence now, I bet you will

start killing job interviews and

you will be working for a top news

station looking sexy on TV

SETH

(Laughing)

Thanks! Your really special. You

have made my life 10 times better.

They end up falling asleep together. The next morning the

two take their time getting up and finally head back to the

RV.

EXT. DRIVEWAY .DAY

STEVE

Where in the fuck have you 2 lovey

birds been!? I have been here doing

all this shit myself. Kevin is no

help. What the fuck Seth?

SETH

calm down! we had a great night

together. We are here now

everything is fine.

STEVE

No, everything is Fucked! I found

some scumbag spying on us for Jeff.

He knows everything and is going to

be here soon.

(CONTINUED)
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CATHY

Jeff?

SETH

Hes the guy trying to kill us to

steal our dope and sell it to kid

rock.

STEVE

Just blab it to everyone! I am sick

of this shit. This was our number 1

priortys here. And now, your lovey

love thing with her is more

important. You need to pick right

now!

Steve is now seen packing up the RV and is starting to drive

off.

SETH

What the hell is your problem

Steve?

STEVE

My problem!? You want to know my

problem? I don’t even have my grade

5 and I even understand that when

you sell drugs you have to be quiet

about it.

SETH

Again, What the hell are you

talking about? I have been helping

you out this whole time. I let you

grow the dope in my damn apartment!

Steve starts to throw stuff at the RV and is getting very

angry.

STEVE

Look, you know I cant explain the

way the thoughts moving in my

brain.....

Steve is now even more mad that he still cant speak whats on

his mind

STEVE

This is bull shit Seth. OK, I cant

properly speak with my mind and you

know that...all I am saying is

selling this dope is the goal for

us. Not this Cathy lady who is not

(MORE)
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STEVE (cont’d)
your like friend girl or whatever

you call her.

SETH

Steve listen, I get your upset and

I understand you are not the

smartest when it comes to words but

trust me, I want to get rich and

sell all this weed already. But, I

really like Cathy. She means a lot

to me.

Kevin comes out from the bathroom and sees Ricky is about to

leave

STEVE

Come on Kevin, get your ass in the

RV and lets get out of here. Mr

lovey boy is to much in love with

the church lady Cathy.

KEVIN

We are leaving him behind?..well if

thats what you want Steve.

Kevin gets in the RV with Steve.

SETH

Fine. You guys leave. But

understand something, when I take a

bullet for you two assholes from

Jeff or the cops, I want you to

know the blood is on your hands

boys.

KEVIN

Dont say that, we still love you

Seth

Steve grabs Kevin and starts the engine

STEVE

Aint no blood going no where. I am

gone. I am going to sell this dope

and move away and buy some island

or something. You go marry church

lady. stay away and fuck off.

Steve drives off with the RV leaving Seth alone.

(CONTINUED)
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SETH

Sweet. I let two assholes with no

life move in and know they screw me

over. Man, I thought my life was

bad before....I am one low life

scumbag.

Seth begins to walk back towards his apartment with Cathy

and hopes that maybe Jeff and the cops will stay away from

him now that the RV with the weed is gone.

INT. APARTMENT. DAY

CATHY

Man, this place smells so bad in

here!

SETH

Tell me about it. Its from them

growing all that dope. I knew it

was bad idea.

Then out of no where they hear someone loud pull up in a

car.

JEFF

(Yelling)

Hello Mother Fuckers! Get your

asses out here now with our dope or

I will begin firing.

SETH

Look we don’t have it. Steve took

it in an RV and just took off. I

have nothing to do with this. Leave

us alone please.

JEFF

Nah. I know its here. We are coming

in!

Then, Steve comes flying in super fast in the RV.

STEVE

Jeff, you want a war, you got one.

Seth and Cathy run out and join Steve and Kevin outside by

the RV.
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EXT. PARKING LOT. DAY

STEVE

Look, I know your like in love or

whatever and I shouldn’t or cant

be....Fuck I cant get the right

words out but I’m sorry, alright?

SETH

Its cool. But what do we do here?!

We are screwed!

STEVE

Nope! here, take these guns and

just begin to fire when they do.

Its our only chance Seth.

Seth had no idea Steve had this many guns.

SETH

You know what, fine. I wont try to

fight it. Lets do this!

JEFF

I am counting to five or im going

to unload these guns.

STEVE

Ready, aim, fire!!!

The boys begin to fire their guns at Jeff and his friends

and Jeff fires back. A huge gun war breaks out. Finally,

they all hear cops coming.

SETH

You hear that!? Its the cops. What

do we do?

KEVIN

Lets get out of here!

STEVE

No way, I have a plan. Everyone get

rid of your guns right now.

SETH

What about all the dope in the RV?!

STEVE

Stop firing. We surrender Jeff. You

win buddy. You were to powerful for

us.

(CONTINUED)
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JEFF

Hold fire! Good, its about damn

time. Get in the RV boys. Lets get

the fuck out of here.

As Jeff starts to leave, the cops corner them and they are

stuck. They get cought with having the guns and the dope in

the RV.

CATHY

Wow. It worked. Jeff and his

buddies are going to jail. Nice

work.

SETH

I mean yea good work but now all

that dope is gone. What a waste. No

money. Nothing.

Seth then pulls out a big bag with lots of money in it.

STEVE

I am not that stupid. I sold it all

when I left. We got the money guys!

we did it! we are finally rich.I

left some extra dope in the RV so

they would get into more trouble.

SETH

Wow, listen, I want to thank you

guys for everything. I have a great

girl, money and confidence in

myself. I am a changed person and

you guys are the reason why. Thanks

so much!

As the film ends, Kevin ends up still living with his mother

in her trailer but he ends up buying a ton of video games

with his money. Steve ended up buying a new car to live in

and he even started dating a stripper. As for Seth, he

bought a house and married Cathy. Not only that, but he

finally got a job at CNN. His first news story was about

legalizing weed.

INT. DOLLAR STORE. DAY

DEAN

Man, I hate this job.

Seth walks in.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 23.

DEAN

Seth! Hey man listen I am very

sorry I was a dick before. You

really did become something and

marry a hot chick.

SETH

I came here to simply tell you one

message that I have learned to live

by now. Fuck off!

Seth punched him in the face as the film ends.


